Test Your Grammar Skills

Make or Do

Complete each gap below with either make or do:

1. __________ the laundry
2. __________ an appearance
3. __________ something crazy
4. __________ a phone call
5. __________ a fuss
6. __________ your worst
7. __________ laws
8. __________ the big time
9. __________ the honours
10. __________ war
11. __________ an excuse
12. __________ someone feel uncomfortable
13. __________ yourself proud
14. __________ sense
15. __________ sure of something
16. __________ your way home
17. __________ an exam
18. __________ a fire
19. __________ a face
20. __________ a decision
21. __________ business with someone
22. __________ a date
23. __________ a fool of someone
24. __________ justice to something
25. __________ an impression
26. __________ an incision
27. __________ more harm than good
28. __________ too much
29. __________ a speech
30. __________ the grade
31. __________ the newspapers
32. __________ a suggestion
33. __________ a crossword
34. __________ hay while the sun shines
35. __________ the shopping
36. __________ history
37. __________ some exercise
38. __________ the trick
39. __________ someone else’s dirty work
40. __________ a mistake
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Answers:

1. do the laundry
2. make an appearance
3. do something crazy
4. make a phone call
5. make a fuss
6. do your worst
7. make laws
8. make the big time
9. do the honours
10. make war
11. make an excuse
12. make someone feel uncomfortable
13. do yourself proud
14. make sense
15. make sure of something
16. make your way home
17. do an exam
18. make a fire
19. make a face
20. make a decision
21. do business with someone
22. make a date
23. make a fool of someone
24. do justice to something
25. make an impression
26. make an incision
27. do more harm than good
28. do too much
29. make a speech
30. make the grade
31. make the newspapers
32. make a suggestion
33. do a crossword
34. make hay while the sun shines
35. do the shopping
36. make history
37. do some exercise
38. do the trick
39. do someone else’s dirty work
40. make a mistake